
DENISHA   ANDERSON 



Photographer, filmmaker and Art Director Denisha Anderson 
centres her work around a fascination with humanity. Her varied 
practice displays an ability to explore all realms within photogra-
phy; documentary, fashion and portraiture; however the key 
themes of identity, race and gender remain.

Her desire to speak cultural truths and reveal injustice has lead 
to travel being a key part of her practice. Anderson is able to 
make the unfamiliar recognisable and manages to create images 
revealing the beauty in our shared human experiences.

Highlights of Anderson’s career have seen her work exhibited 
at the Victoria and Albert Museum, Kitab photography festival 
India 2018, BBZLondon, followed by a feature in Magenta Flash 
Forward catalogue 2017. She then went on to self-publish a lim-
ited-edition book; Bikes and Bridges. She regularly exhibits her 
work both in the UK and internationally. 

Her years spent working in film and photography alongside 
Spike Lee, Daniel Mulloy and Joost Vandebrug helped to inspire 
her unique eye to this day. With selections for various film fes-
tivals, including the East End Film Festival which featured her 
short documentary ‘The Ballad of Rye Lane’; an examination of 
class and race which celebrates the similarities between us all.



OSCAR JEROME: LIZARD STREET

Role: Concept + Director + Producer + Editor

I was commissioned to create a music video for his debut single Lizard Street 
for singer/songwriter Oscar Jerome.

I chose to create an extension of photography work I had already created 
for him.  His affliction and interests with water and space, took us to shoot in 
Dungeness, Kent.

These moments of calm solitude emphasised his vulnerability as a solo artist 
and subsequently inspired this video. I wanted the focus to be him, I wanted 
to strip him back much like these portraits, he had nothing to hide behind.  
As our portraits were mainly shot in black and white on 120mm. I made the 
decision to shoot 4:3 frame in monochrome for the video to provide similar 
aesthetics.  

Due to having a small budget, I took on a variety of roles, including producer 
which meant liaising with the artist and the team behind the scenes in the 
video. This included sourcing a bearded dragon to feature, which was clearly 
the star of the show. 



Oscar Jerome, 120 mm, Dungeness, 2019 



Oscar Jerome, 120 mm, Dungeness, 2019 (Single cover artwork)













Project: The Cock Chronicles 

A limited edition t-shirt and zine which also included an  
instagram teaser campaign using stills and video. 

Role: Art Director + Producer + Photographer. 

Concept: 

MAN has been an ongoing photographic project of mine, 
where I explore notions of masculinity. Inspired by the visual 
imbalance in how we see the female nude in comparison to 
male. I began to look into ideas regarding the male gaze and its 
lack of post-colonial rhetoric. I set myself the challenge to shoot 
100 nude men to provide a new narrative on the male form and 
turn the male gaze on its head. 

Within this aspect of the project, I created a limited edition 
t-shirt featuring a portrait “hidden” in it’s pocket, and an accom-
panying zine showcasing images and text extracts I gathered 
during interviews whilst on shoots. 

The t-shirt plays on being simultaneously provocative and se-
cretive. Commenting on our relationship with male nudity.  
The zine is contrastingly  open and fully exposed.
It reveals the most taboo and intimate of male genitalia, yet 
simultaneously revealing some of their most private thoughts.  
 
 









T SHIRT 

T-shirt detail 



Film stills. September, 2019, Southbank, London



September, 2019, Southbank, London



BIKES AND BRIDGES 

Role: Photographer + Art Director

This project captured the playfulness and eccentric-
ity within Dutch biking culture. I spent two days po-
sitioned at the centre of my local bridge where two 
men sprayed industrial water hoses to keep the bridge 
cool. As people had to navigate their way across the 
bridge, sprays of water would momentarily disrupt their  
commute. It became a beautiful study of both physical 
form and cultural behaviour.

The series was resulted in a hand bound limited edi-
tion photobook which was sold and exhibited in  
Amsterdam and London.













WHO 

Role: Art Director + Curator 

Earlier this year I collaborated with expressionist painter Oscar T 
Wilson and we chose to combine our creative skills for an explorative 
look at our own identities. Can we use how we view ourselves  as a 
concept for creative output?
In my series of self-portraits, assisted by photographer Dan  
Fontenelli and the brushwork of Oscar T Wilson, my vision was able 
to come alive by combining ideas and inspiration from my research 
into body art, specifically east African body art overlapped with 
Western pre-op plastic surgery markings. 
These overlaps play on the idea of beauty. What is real and what is 
fake? 
White expectations of beauty have historically been invisible forces 
over black bodies, playing God and deciding what it means to be 
beautiful. This emphasizes the concerning relationship that uses the 
black body as a landscape for enhancement and change, yet won’t 
see the beauty in its original form.

“These notions shaped both the way I view my body and the way 
it’s perceived by others. This series acts as a protest against such so-
cietal norms, and a way to empower myself. My aim is to challenge 
the expectations of beauty standards. I choose to change my usual 
stance behind the lens, and instead be the subject. This work acts as 
a visual triumph over those that play god with my body.”

WHO combined the skills of each individual artist to create a strong 
collaborative series; showcasing new directions and shifts in their 
standard practice, whist honouring the reoccurring themes that run 
through their usual methods.









FAMILY TIES 

Role: Photographer 

This series of portraits emerged from a desire to build relationships with certain 
members of my absent family. 
I was raised with an entire bloodline of my family being both emotionally and 
physically distant from my life, some of which I have no contact with at all. I used 
these shoots as a tool to rebuild relationships and initiate a discussion about gain-
ing closeness. A means of challenging the rootlessness and abandonment I’d felt 
throughout my upbringing. 

Each shoot has varied between uplifting to painful. Some members of my extend-
ed family have rejected my desire for this conversation and may remain absent 
strangers. Others were open to the conversation but since refused participation, 
so they remain faceless. 

I chose to include a portrait of empty space, as a means of acknowledging my 
father’s absence; from both this project and my life in general. 
Despite these rare moments of disappointment, I see this project as hopeful. I 
wish to inspire a positive conversation about reconciliation and the building of a 
future together.

This series was chosen through a competition to be featured in the third publica-
tion of Niijournal; a magazine which illuminates the representation (or lack thereof) 
and the hardships that certain groups have endured along with their triumphs and 
inspiring life stories.





Brother, London, 2018



Uncle, London, 2018



Grandma, London, 2018



Dad, London, 2018



DE-CONSTRUCTING MASCULINITIES AT THE V&A

Role: Art director + Producer + Photographer 

I was asked by the V&A to create an installation responding to the theme 
‘Masculinity’ as part of their Summer Lates programme. I pitched a concept, 
art directed and produced the piece with a small team. 

This has been a recurring theme within my work and I had already been ex-
ploring whether it is possible to define such a learned behaviour. I created 
an immersive installation which featured a short film, photography and audio 
collectively answering the question “Can you define masculinity?”
My previous shoots had taken place in my subjects’ homes; predominantly 
their bedrooms. A place where they feel safe whilst being so vulnerable. I 
recreated a bedroom like space within one of the galleries and invited the 
viewer to come in, relax and physically place themselves as though they were 
at home. Furniture and props acted as visual triggers, whilst a surround sound 
audio track immersed the participant in the dialogue of my sitters. This creat-
ed a space were the audience could reflect upon the themes discussed and 
ask the same questions to themselves. I left a diary for them to leave their 
notes and thoughts to. 
This summary of my audience’s reactions served as a direct recording of the 
impact this piece has played on them, as well as provided information about 
their opinion on masculinity as a whole. I will ensure each answer is anony-
mous to see if I can find common themes reflected in our socially learned 
behaviour no matter our race, gender or age.

This documentary piece acts as a visual study of current opinions and trends. 
I plan on using this cultural “data” to educate and influence my work into a 
series that starts to challenge and shake up these preconceived notions.





Diary detail 



Diary detail 





Film still 





Bobby, 2018



TRANSFORMATION

Role: Photographer and Producer 

Migration is used as a political weapon especially by western 
powers. Being from London I have the privilege to explore more 
places with less restrictions. So, I uprooted myself from home and 
moved to Amsterdam to build a new life and career. 
 
This brought an opportunity to travel to Paris where I spent a 
weekend with two transgender sex workers from Brazil who lived 
together in the suburbs of Paris. They too had hopes of bettering 
their lives for themselves. 
 
I wanted to convey their power and bravery to exist in a world that 
frequently turns against them. The strength to live when love is so 
often rejected.
 
I realized that I wanted these images to reveal my subjects in their 
truest selves, as neither male or female, but as people without 
labels.

This series was selected as part of Magenta’s Flash Forward  
catalogue, 2017. 





Paris, 2017



Paris, 2017



Paris, 2017Paris, 2017



Thank you . 


